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provided (h,k) - 1 and 0 < r<m. For r- 0, this formula reduces to Apostol's
reciprocity theorem. And for r ≧ 1, this derives several interesting formulas [ 2 ].
2. jサーadic Dedekimd sums
Let p be a prime number. Let Zp and Qp be the ring of rational 」-adic integers and the
field of rational p-adic numbers, respectively. The p-adic Dedekind sum is a Q,-valued
analytic function on Zp which interpolates the numbers kmS.盟(h, k) with respect t0 m. It
was first constructed by Rosen and Snyder [ 7 ] and generalized by the author.
































Weassumethat plhk, (Jt,k)-¥. First,let p¥k. Letr≧ 0,m + 1 …α(mode) andm
>r+ 1. Thenwehave
sp,α(m; r + hht k) - k"1^(*?. k)一kmsz:i¥h* kip)







































































































Reciprocity formulas for 6-adic Dedekind sums
lflkSy,α(m; 2, k* h)+ 2kSpα(m; 1, kh, h)
- (1 -pm)mBn十!+2mhSp>α(m; 1, hi kトmhShα(w; 2, h* k)
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